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Mostly, it occurs when the new readers stop utilizing the eBooks as they are unable to use all of them with the
proper and effective style of reading these books. There present variety of motives behind it due to which the
readers stop reading the eBooks at their first most effort to use them. However, there exist some techniques
that may help the readers to have a good and effectual reading encounter. Someone should fix the correct
brightness of screen before reading the eBook. It is a most common problem that almost all of the people
usually bear while using an eBook. Because of this they suffer with eye sores and headaches. The very best
solution to overcome this serious problem would be to reduce the brightness of the displays of eBook by
making particular changes in the settings. You can even adjust the brightness of screen determined by the kind
of system you are utilizing as there exists lot of the approaches to adjust the brightness. It is suggested to keep
the brightness to possible minimal amount as this can help you to increase the time which you can spend in
reading and provide you great comfort onto your eyes while reading. A great eBook reader ought to be set up.
It will be useful to have a great eBook reader in order to have a good reading experience and high quality
eBook display. You may also make use of free software that can provide the readers that have many functions
to the reader than only an easy platform to read the wanted eBooks. Besides offering a place to save all your
valuable eBooks, the eBook reader software even offer you a high number of attributes to be able to improve
your eBook reading experience in relation to the traditional paper books. You may also improve your eBook
reading encounter with help of alternatives supplied by the software program like the font size, full display
mode, the particular variety of pages that need to be displayed at once and also alter the colour of the
backdrop. You should not use the eBook always for several hours without breaks. You need to take
appropriate rests after specific intervals while reading. However, this does not mean that you should step away
from the computer screen every now and then. Continuous reading your eBook on the computer screen for a
long time without taking any break can cause you headache, cause your neck pain and suffer from eye sores
and also cause night blindness. So, it is critical to provide your eyes rest for some time by taking rests after
specific time intervals. This will help you to prevent the problems that otherwise you may face while reading
an eBook continuously. While reading the eBooks, you should prefer to read huge text. It is proposed to read
the eBook with large text. So, boost the size of the text of the eBook while reading it at the monitor. It is
proposed that never use eBook reader in full screen mode. It is suggested not to go for reading the eBook in
full screen mode. Though it may look easy to read with full-screen without turning the page of the eBook quite
often, it put ton of anxiety on your eyes while reading in this mode. Consistently favor to read the eBook in
exactly the same length that will be similar to the printed book. This is so, because your eyes are used to the
length of the printed book and it would be comfy that you read in the same manner. By using different
techniques of page turn you could additionally enhance your eBook experience. You can try many ways to
turn the pages of eBook to enhance your reading experience. Check out whether you can turn the page with
some arrow keys or click a special section of the display, aside from using the mouse to handle everything.
Favor to make us of arrow keys if you are leaning forward. Try using the mouse if you are comfortable sitting
back. Lesser the movement you have to make while reading the eBook better will be your reading experience.
Technical issues One issue on eBook readers with LCD screens is that it is not going to take long before you
try your eyes from reading. This will definitely help make reading easier. By using every one of these
powerful techniques, you can surely improve your eBook reading experience to an excellent extent. These tips
will help you not only to prevent particular risks which you may face while reading eBook often but also ease
you to enjoy the reading experience with great relaxation. Kindle Download Free Proof of Heaven: The
download link provided above is randomly linked to our ebook promotions or third-party advertisements and
not to download the ebook that we reviewed. We recommend to buy the ebook to support the author. Thank
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Proof of Heaven is a compelling story of what may lie ahead for all of us in the life beyond this one. We have nothing to
fear." â€”Allan J. Hamilton, MD, FACS, author of The Scalpel and the Soul and Zen Mind, Zen Horse.

The first few inches happened automatically. If I got too excited, too swept away by the experience, I would
plummet back to the ground. But if I played it cool, took it all in stride, then off I would go, faster and faster,
up into the starry sky. Maybe those dreams were part of the reason why, as I got older, I fell in love with
airplanes and rocketsâ€”with anything that might get me back up there in the world above this one. I still
remember the feeling of my heart pounding as I pulled the big cherry-red knob that unhooked the rope
connecting me to the towplane and banked my sailplane toward the field. It was the first time I had ever felt
truly alone and free. Most of my friends got that feeling in cars, but for my money being a thousand feet up in
a sailplane beat that thrill a hundred times over. In college in the s I joined the University of North Carolina
sport parachuting or skydiving team. It felt like a secret brotherhoodâ€”a group of people who knew about
something special and magical. My first jump was terrifying, and the second even more so. I made parachute
jumps in college and logged more than three and a half hours in free fall, mainly in formations with up to
twenty-five fellow jumpers. Although I stopped jumping in , I continued to enjoy vivid dreams about
skydiving, which were always pleasant. The best jumps were often late in the afternoon, when the sun was
starting to sink beneath the horizon. The bigger and the more challenging, the better. One beautiful autumn
Saturday in , the rest of the UNC jumpers and I teamed up with some of our friends at a paracenter in eastern
North Carolina for some formations. On our penultimate jump of the day, out of a D18 Beechcraft at 10, feet,
we made a ten-man snowflake. We managed to get ourselves into complete formation before we passed 7,
feet, and thus were able to enjoy a full eighteen seconds of flying the formation down a clear chasm between
two towering cumulus clouds before breaking apart at 3, feet and tracking away from each other to open our
chutes. By the time we hit the ground, the sun was down. For this one, two junior members were getting their
first shot at flying into formationâ€”that is, joining it from the outside rather than being the base or pin man
which is easier because your job is essentially to fall straight down while everyone else maneuvers toward
you. I was to be the last man out in a six-man star attempt above the runways of the small airport just outside
Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina. The guy directly in front of me was named Chuck. We were still in sunshine
at 7, feet, but a mile and a half below us the streetlights were blinking on. Twilight jumps were always
sublime and this was clearly going to be a beautiful one. This would make me drop almost miles per hour
faster than my friends so that I could be right there with them after they had built the initial formation. Normal
procedure for RW jumps was for all jumpers to break apart at 3, feet and track away from the formation for
maximum separation. Upside down in a full-head dive and approaching terminal velocity, I smiled as I saw
the sun setting for the second time that day. But I never had the chance. Plummeting toward the formation, I
saw that one of the new guys had come in too fast. Maybe falling rapidly between nearby clouds had him a
little spookedâ€”it reminded him that he was moving about two hundred feet per second toward that giant
planet below, partially shrouded in the gathering darkness. Now all five other jumpers were tumbling out of
control. They were also much too close together. A skydiver leaves a super-turbulent stream of low-pressure
air behind him. If a jumper gets into that trail, he instantly speeds up and can crash into the person below him.
That, in turn, can make both jumpers accelerate and slam into anyone who might be below them. I angled my
body and tracked away from the group to avoid the tumbling mess. I looked over and was relieved to see that
the disoriented jumpers were now also tracking away from each other, dispersing the deadly clump. Chuck
was there among them. To my surprise, he was coming straight in my direction. He stopped directly beneath
me. He must not see me. His pilot chute caught the mph breeze coming around him and shot straight toward
me, pulling his main parachute in its sleeve right behind it. For it would take less than a second to tumble
through his deploying main parachute, andâ€”quite likelyâ€”right into Chuck himself. At that speed, if I hit
his arm or his leg I would take it right off, dealing myself a fatal blow in the process. If I hit him directly, both
our bodies would essentially explode. My mind watched the action in the microseconds that followed as if it
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were watching a movie in slow motion. The instant I saw the pilot chute, my arms flew to my sides and I
straightened my body into a head dive, bending ever so slightly at the hips. The verticality gave me increased
speed, and the bend allowed my body to add first a little, then a blast of horizontal motion as my body became
an efficient wing, sending me zipping past Chuck just in front of his colorful blossoming Para-Commander
parachute. I passed him going at over miles per hour, or feet per second. Given that speed, I doubt he saw the
expression on my face. But if he had, he would have seen a look of sheer astonishment. Somehow I had
reacted in microseconds to a situation that, had I actually had time to think about it, would have been much too
complex for me to deal with. I had dealt with it, and we both landed safely. It was as if, presented with a
situation that required more than its usual ability to respond, my brain had become, for a moment,
superpowered. How had I done it? Over the course of my twenty-plus-year career in academic
neurosurgeryâ€”of studying the brain, observing how it works, and operating on itâ€”I have had plenty of
opportunities to ponder this very question. I finally chalked it up to the fact that the brain is truly an
extraordinary device: I realize now that the real answer to that question is much more profound. But I had to
go through a complete metamorphosis of my life and worldview to glimpse that answer. This book is about
the events that changed my mind on the matter. They convinced me that, as marvelous a mechanism as the
brain is, it was not my brain that saved my life that day at all. A part that could move so fast because it was not
stuck in time at all, the way the brain and body are. This was the same part of me, in fact, that had made me so
homesick for the skies as a kid. But I do believe now, and the pages that follow will tell you why. I also spent
two of those eleven years investigating how blood vessels in one area of the brain react pathologically when
there is bleeding into it from an aneurysmâ€”a syndrome known as cerebral vasospasm. After completing a
fellowship in cerebrovascular neurosurgery in Newcastle-Upon-Tyne in the United Kingdom, I spent fifteen
years on the faculty of Harvard Medical School as an associate professor of surgery, with a specialization in
neurosurgery. During those years I operated on countless patients, many of them with severe, life-threatening
brain conditions. Most of my research work involved the development of advanced technical procedures like
stereotactic radiosurgery, a technique that allows surgeons to precisely guide beams of radiation to specific
targets deep in the brain without affecting adjacent areas. I also helped develop magnetic resonance
imageâ€”guided neurosurgical procedures instrumental in repairing hard-to-treat brain conditions like tumors
and vascular disorders. During those years I also authored or coauthored more than chapters and papers for
peer-reviewed medical journals and presented my findings at more than two hundred medical conferences
around the world. In short, I devoted myself to science. I felt immeasurably lucky to have found it. More
important, I had a beautiful wife and two lovely children, and while I was in many ways married to my work, I
did not neglect my family, which I considered the other great blessing in my life. On many counts I was a very
lucky man, and I knew it. On November 10, , however, at age fifty-four, my luck seemed to run out. I was
struck by a rare illness and thrown into a coma for seven days. During that time, my entire neocortexâ€”the
outer surface of the brain, the part that makes us humanâ€”was shut down. When your brain is absent, you are
absent, too. Wonderful stuff, no question. But all of it, in my opinion, was pure fantasy. What caused the
otherworldly types of experiences that such people so often report? All of consciousness is. This is because the
brain is the machine that produces consciousness in the first place. When the machine breaks down,
consciousness stops. As vastly complicated and mysterious as the actual mechanics of brain processes are, in
essence the matter is as simple as that. Pull the plug and the TV goes dead. The show is over, no matter how
much you might have been enjoying it. Or so I would have told you before my own brain crashed. I now
believe that this might have been what was responsible for the depth and intensity of the near-death experience
NDE that I myself underwent during it. In those cases, the neocortex is temporarily inactivated, but generally
not too damaged, provided that the flow of oxygenated blood is restored through cardiopulmonary
resuscitation or reactivation of cardiac function within four minutes or so. But in my case, the neocortex was
out of the picture. I was encountering the reality of a world of consciousness that existed completely free of
the limitations of my physical brain. Mine was in some ways a perfect storm of near-death experiences. As a
practicing neurosurgeon with decades of research and hands-on work in the operating room behind me, I was
in a better-than-average position to judge not only the reality but also the implications of what happened to
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me. Those implications are tremendous beyond description. My experience showed me that the death of the
body and the brain are not the end of consciousness, that human experience continues beyond the grave. More
important, it continues under the gaze of a God who loves and cares about each one of us and about where the
universe itself and all the beings within it are ultimately going. The place I went was real. In fact, I value it
more than I ever did before. I do so because I now see it in its true context.
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"Proof of Heaven is more than just an awe-inspiring account of a profound encounter with spiritual reality. Dr.
Alexander's neuro-science career taught him that near-death experiences are brain-based illusions, and yet his personal
experience left him dumbstruck.

Opening the iTunes Store. Progress Indicator Opening Apple Books. We are unable to find iTunes on your
computer. To download from the iTunes Store, get iTunes now. Click I Have iTunes to open it now.
Thousands of people have had near-death experiences, but scientists have argued that they are impossible.
Eben Alexander was one of those scientists. A highly trained neurosurgeon, Alexander knew that NDEs feel
real, but are simply fantasies produced by brains under extreme stress. The part of the brain that controls
thought and emotionâ€”and in essence makes us humanâ€”shut down completely. For seven days he lay in a
coma. He had come back. But the real miracle of his story lies elsewhere. While his body lay in coma,
Alexander journeyed beyond this world and encountered an angelic being who guided him into the deepest
realms of super-physical existence. There he met, and spoke with, the Divine source of the universe itself.
Before he underwent his journey, he could not reconcile his knowledge of neuroscience with any belief in
heaven, God, or the soul. Today Alexander is a doctor who believes that true health can be achieved only
when we realize that God and the soul are real and that death is not the end of personal existence but only a
transition. This story would be remarkable no matter who it happened to. That it happened to Dr. Alexander
makes it revolutionary. No scientist or person of faith will be able to ignore it. Reading it will change your
life. This book is about love. Unconditional and selfless love for oneself, and for every living thing we
encounter throughout our life. Be careful this book may change your life forever. Disappointing by NHBS I
kept reading this book because I kept hoping the author would give us more vivid details about his experiences
in Heaven but instead he went on and on about his family and how skeptical he was beforehand and how
important it was to him to get his story out. Where are the details of Heaven? Less family, more Proof! Had
the author donated all proceeds to a church then I would not be skeptical. Plus, if he really met God, why
would he exploit that by making money off of it when he already has plenty of money from his career?
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The #1 New York Times bestselling account of a neurosurgeon's own near-death experienceâ€”for readers of 7 Lessons
from Heaven. Thousands of people have had near-death experiences, but scientists have argued that they are
impossible.

Chapter One What Is Praise? For seven exciting years, I have written and taught about praise, yet I am
beginning to see that so far I am barely into the kindergarten of praise myself. This is no statement of false
humility. Each day I am more and more convinced that I know very little of all there is to learn about praising
God. In fact, I am finding out that praising Him is one of the most important things I can learn while I am here
on earth - because to praise Him, as He intends for us to praise, involves every aspect of my life. Praise is
meant to be the focal point of our relationship with God. Over the years I have seen thousands of people
approach the subject of praising God. For some, praise revolutionized their lives. For others, it meant nothing.
I have observed the same contrast in my own life. Sometimes my words of praise fall flat and empty. What
makes the difference? First of all praise can never be a surface thing. The secret is something that flows from
the center of what is really you. It is something that brings an immediate response from the heart of God. What
conditions must be present in our lives for our praise to be true? What conditions in our lives hinder praise? If
I live to be a hundred years old, I expect to be still learning more about the answers. Beyond the mechanics of
praise lies the heart of praise and the way actually to bring heaven into hell. More than anything else in this
world, I want to understand more of how God wants me to praise Him. More than anything else, I want my
heart to flow in a continuous stream of worship to God. Suffering draws people together. If you suffer, and
think others do not, you will be convinced they could not possibly understand you. But I do suffer, and God
often permits me to wait a long while before He shows me the results of trusting Him. I was once charged with
misappropriating church funds, and by someone I had loved and trusted. There was absolutely no basis for the
charge and no evidence of even the slightest kind. My reputation had been attacked, and this was all the
accuser wanted to do. But the point is - I want to learn obedience even as He learned it. I pray that as I share
with you some of the things I am learning, you too, will want to stretch and grow and open your heart to the
flow of praise that glorifies God and demonstrates His love and power. John Martin Fischer Language: Oxford
University Press Format Available: Near-death experiences offer a glimpse not only into the nature of death
but also into the meaning of life. They are not only useful tools to aid in the human quest to understand death
but are also deeply meaningful, transformative experiences for the people who have them. In a unique
contribution to the growing and popular literature on the subject, philosophers John Martin Fischer and
Benjamin Mitchell-Yellin examine prominent near-death experiences, such as those of Pam Reynolds, Eben
Alexander and Colton Burpo. In contrast, the authors provide a blueprint for a science-based explanation.
Focusing on the question of whether near-death experiences provide evidence that consciousness is separable
from our brains and bodies, Fischer and Mitchell-Yellin give a naturalistic account of the profound meaning
and transformative effects that these experiences engender in many. This book takes the reality of near-death
experiences seriously. But it also shows that understanding them through the tools of science is completely
compatible with acknowledging their profound meaning. Find Your eBooks Hereâ€¦.
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In my opinion, Dr. I am confident that Dr. In the last thirty years a lot has been written about NDE and its
aftereffects: But it becomes far more convincing when a well-respected neurosurgeon writes about his own
NDE and about his own new insight about the mind-brain relationship. Because, as he states in his book, as a
practicing academic neurosurgeon with a penchant for research, he respected the scientific method as the
gatekeeper for accepted views of reality. The overwhelming NDE that is described by Eben Alexander in this
intriguing book was a special state of consciousness that according to current medical science should not occur
during an actual period of deep coma. How did the content of my NDE come about? Why did my life change
so radically after my NDE? In his book, he describes in detail what happened in his consciousness, he writes
about his search to understand what happened to him as a human being, and also to explain what happened to
him as an academic neurosurgeon. He concludes that enhanced consciousness was experienced beyond the
body and the brain, and that the brain inevitably and convincingly cannot be the producer of consciousness. I
can highly recommend this important book that has the potential to break many scientific taboos. But we
should also realize that the acceptance of new scientific ideas in general and ideas about the experience of
enhanced consciousness independent of a normal functioning brain in particular requires us to have an open
mind and to abandon dogma. This is a compelling story of what may lie ahead for all of us in the life beyond
this one. We have nothing to fear. Plus, he is a neurosurgeon, an established scientist, who lived through a
bona fide miracle â€” one that challenges everything he ever knew, personally or professionally. His
awareness of mission fits his profile, a scientist ready to challenge science. There have been others like him,
but not with proof that can be independently verified to the degree that his can be. He recognizes the threshold
where he now stands, and has chosen higher consciousness research to help fulfill his goals. This is a very
important book. This book is a thunderbolt! The neighbor I had known as vivacious, even gregarious, was
lifeless and passing away. In this amazing book, Eben recalls how he walked the valley of the shadow of death
yet survived. With vivid detail and description, he invites you to walk with him to that place none of us has
experienced yet in our humanity we know we shall one day certainly travel. Having survived a near death
experience and brought his neurological expertise and background to it, we gain both the insight of the mystics
in his poetic words and the reality of the physical world in his scientific explorations. More importantly, Eben
transcends the particularity in which most of us live to arrive at a comprehensiveness we seek. From the
uniqueness of his own experience, this present day mystic has sought illumination, and in finding a degree of
it, a glimpse of the beyond, he calls all of us to a place of greater integrity and authenticity. Read it for a
foretaste of something beyond the veil, beyond our dreams, and beyond our wildest imaginations. Read it as
Last Rites for your past understanding of a limited world and discover bridges to the eternal in our very midst.
It changed his life and outlook on the universe, and the book probably will do likewise for his readers. His
brushes with the Sublime are exhilarating to read, from the first whoosh of a near-miss parachuting crisis at
sunset, to his staggering medical miracle, to his revelation of what exactly transpired during his seven-day
coma. Rather than allowing science to diminish our perspectives to that which is immediately observable or
quantifiable, he allows scientific method to reveal horizons of reality that are ultimately more luminous and
multidimensional than we previously intuited. I must say that part of me rebels against his goal of pointing
towards a unity of all religions. From a Jewish perspective, his experiences are ones that the prophet Ezekiel,
Shimon bar Yochai, Abraham Abulafia, Isaac Luria, and the Baal Shem Tov would have understood with
sympathy and excitement. Alexander, by surviving, was given a tremendous gift. Read his book with radical
gratitude. Alexander Learn more about news, events, and be the first to read the blog posts. As a gift for
signing up, you will receive an audio recording of an Eben Alexander lecture given at the IANDS national
conference.
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Jan 29, Jeremy rated it it was ok I might have rated Proof of Heaven: Alexander offers a montage of his
experiences I might have rated Proof of Heaven: Alexander offers a montage of his experiences in the afterlife
and the ordeal his friends and family endured, waiting and praying for seven days as he seemed to be all but
surely slipping away under a prolonged coma brought on by E. Many readers are taken by the seeming
improbability of Alexander surviving what he did, and even more by his experience when his brain was
apparently turned off. A regular reader of topics in neurology and consciousness, I am open to the possibility
of Near Death Experiences, or NDEs, provided they are buttressed with some evidence. After all, Alexander
makes much of his credentials and accolades before he delves into his recollection of his NDE, repeatedly
making bold claims about the creator and the afterlife. One suspects that by taking this approach, he is trying
to fool readers into thinking the claims advanced in his book are scientificâ€”and he repeatedly asserts they
are. But there is little scientific inquiry here. Instead, what we get is an interesting story and a great deal of
evangelizingâ€”though one that would, in keeping with a would-be bestseller about the afterlife, bear the
metaphysical shading to please virtually any religious or spiritual person. Another problem with the book is an
inconsistency in how Alexander describes the afterlife: He writes that his insights were immediate but not
immaterial or abstract. He did not pass through a dark tunnel or recognize deceased loved ones. In fact, he had
no sense of self. He describes it as being similar to the most primitive state of being--murky and dark and full
of strange, pulse-like pounding. From the premise that his awe-inspiring experience is scientific proof, he piles
on a series of large claims about the real world. Never mind that this is not at all scientific. Alexander might
want to look up in an intro philosophy of science textbook. In case the reader might have forgotten that this is
a medical doctor who is preaching a unique NDE gospel, Alexander paints his pre-NDE self as a skeptic and a
scientific materialist who perfunctorily occasioned church. He assures us that though he is now a confident
bearer of good news about the supernatural, he nevertheless dutifully revisited his experience as a scientist.
One by one, he knocks down the potential scientific materialistic explanations for his experience: These
explanations are all impossible, he writes, because the meningitis shut down his neocortex though he suggests
repeatedly that it was being destroyed It seems, however, that Dr. What many skeptics have noted is that Dr.
We all have dreams that feel like hours and discover upon awakening that they spanned only a few minutes.
The scientific literature on NDE describes some long experiences that occurred within as little as 30 seconds.
He hints that he was eager to share his discovery with the world. While well-written and sometimes poignant,
the book reads like part Chicken Soup for the Soul and part creed screed. Alexander blasts scientific
materialism and argues that by rejecting it, we can get in touch with our spiritual selves through love and
compassion. I wanted to be swayed:
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A book called Proof of Heaven is bound to provoke eye rolls, but its author, Eben Alexander, had space in a Newsweek
story and on shows like of Fox & Friends to detail his claims.
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Proof of Heavenâ€”do not let the title fool you that this is a Christian tome about streets of gold and pearly gates. Eben
Alexander, M.D., a well-respected neurosurgeon, saw many medical cases in which patients claimed to have seen
deceased loved ones or heaven.
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